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Abstract. A sufficient condition for instability is obtained for the linearized equations
of ideal magnetohydrodynamics. The results are proved by studying the full asymptotic
expansion for the evolution operator using oscillatory integrals. It is shown that the
growth rate of the evolution operator is bounded from below by the growth rate of an
operator given by a system of local hyperbolic PDEs.

1. Introduction. Vishik and Friedlander [17] studied the linearized stability of the
Euler equations that describe the motion of an inviscid, incompressible fluid (a so-called
ideal fluid). The main tool used in [17] is the full asymptotic expansion of the evolution
operator (Green's function) for the Euler equation linearized about a steady flow U(x).
Details of the structure of the spectrum of the linearized Euler equation are unknown
for general flows. An important feature of the "geometric optics" approach, applied to
hyperbolic systems by Ludwig [13], Friedlander [7], and utilized in [17], is that it is not
necessary to study the spectrum explicitly. Rather a lower bound is obtained for the
growth rate of the evolution operator as t —> oo. This lower bound is given in terms
of a geometric quantity which can be considered as a "Lyapunov-type" exponent for
fluid motion. It provides an effective sufficient condition for linear instability of an ideal
fluid. For example, it can be used to demonstrate that any steady ideal fluid flow with
exponential stretching, even along one Lagrangian trajectory, is unstable [8].

In this present paper we extend the analysis in [17] to the case of the equations of ideal
magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) which govern the motion of an electrically conducting
fluid. Again the approach taken is to study the full asymptotic expansion of the evolution
operator for the linearized ideal MHD equations. The MHD problem is considerably more
difficult than the problem for the Euler equations because the existence of a magnetic
field, in addition to the velocity field, gives rise to characteristics of variable multiplicity.
It is therefore necessary to introduce a new ansatz for the asymptotics that differs from
the regular WKB asymptotics that was appropriate in [17] for the pure fluid equations.
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The operators that must be estimated are no longer "standard" Fourier integral operators
[15]. The ansatz in question allows for separation of the quasilocal effects and the effects
of the shift along the characteristics. The main result of this paper is a sufficient condition
for instability (see Theorem 10.6). In the case of MHD this sufficient condition is given in
terms of the growth rate of an evolution operator defined by a system of local hyperbolic
PDEs. The operator acts on initial conditions as distributions along a magnetic field
line. The dominant contribution to the asymptotics comes from high-frequency waves
whose wave vectors are slightly tilted to the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field
line.

In a recent paper Vishik [16] strengthens the results in [17] to prove that the Lyapunov-
type exponent for the Euler equations discussed above determines the logarithm of the
essential spectral radius for the exponentiated spectrum of the linearized Euler equations.
In [16] the evolution operator is represented as a product of a pseudodifferential operator
and the operator for the shift along the trajectories of the steady flow U(x). We find it
useful to adopt a modification of this approach for the case of MHD.

The results in this present paper are proved for the free space problem. All the
analogous results are also valid for the case of periodic boundary conditions. The two
sets of boundary conditions are treated in [16] and [17] for the Euler equations. For the
sake of brevity we omit the proofs for the periodic MHD problem.

The sufficient condition for instability given by Theorem 10.6 is a precise mathematical
formulation of the concept of local instability widely discussed in the physical literature.
We note that the theorem is effective. For example, in the case where the equilibrium
velocity U(x) and magnetic field H(x) are both axisymmetric and purely toroidal the
instability criterion reduces to the calculation of the eigenvalues of an algebraic equation
[9]. This can be used to reproduce "classical" results (cf. Chandrasekhar [3]) and to
demonstrate "new" instabilities in classes of MHD equilibria.

There is a considerable body of work, particularly in connection with plasma physics,
where the problem of MHD stability is investigated using rapidly oscillating localized per-
turbations to study so-called "ballooning" modes associated with the continuous spec-
trum (cf. Hameiri [10], Lifschitz [12]). The importance of perturbations whose wave
vector is perpendicular to the magnetic field is a well-known phenomenon in MHD sta-
bility analysis. Eckhoff [6] was the first to exploit this "preferred" direction for instability
by utilizing a weakly-coupled hyperbolic system. He suggested that the interaction of
waves implied by the nonuniform multiplicity of characteristics may be a major cause of
MHD instability. The results of this present paper, where the full asymptotic expansion
of the evolution operator is constructed, has [6] as its starting point.

The following gives an outline of the material to be found in this paper. In Sec. 3 we
discuss the concept of parallel transport along the trajectory of a solenoidal (divergence
free) vector field. In Sec. 4 we introduce the ansatz for the formal asymptotic expansion
of the evolution operator represented as an oscillatory integral. We obtain a system
of non-strictly hyperbolic equations for the amplitudes. In Sec. 5 we derive estimates
for solutions to this system of transport equations and show that Huygens' Principle
is valid. In Sec. 6 we obtain estimates for the oscillatory integral that arises from our
representation of the evolution operator. The main technical tool that we utilize is a
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variant of the Calderon-Vaillancourt inequality [2]. Refined versions of this theorem
can be found in [1], [11], [14]. In Sec. 7 we prove a main technical result (Theorem
7.1), which justifies the asymptotics. Section 8 contains some estimates for composition
formulae of pseudodifferential operators that are used in the proof of Theorem 7.1. In
Sec. 9 we introduce the phase function S for a high-frequency perturbation localized on a
magnetic field line and we obtain an explicit formula for solving the transport equations.
Section 10 contains the main result, namely the instability criterion given by Theorem
10.6 which provides a lower bound on the growth rate of the evolution operator for the
MHD equations. The crucial estimate used to prove this result is given by Theorem 10.3.

2. Equations of magnetohydrodynamics. Let U(x) and H(x) denote an equilib-
rium velocity and magnetic field respectively: i€ln. We have the following conditions
describing an ideal hydromagnetic equilibrium:

-(U,V)U + {H,V)H-X7P = 0, (2.1)

{U,H} = -(U,V)H + {H,V)U = 0, (2.2)
div £7 = 0, div# = 0. (2.3)

The expression on the LHS of (2.2) is a Poisson bracket and the vanishing of {[/, H}
implies that the two flows generated by the two vector fields U and H commute. The
expression (U,V)H denotes differentiation of H along U.

We will study in this paper the following perturbation problem:

u = -(E/,V)it-(u,V)l7 + (/i,V)ff+(tf,V)/i-Vp, (2.4)
h = -(«, V)H - {U, V)/i + {h, V){7 + (H, V)u, (2.5)

div u = 0, div h = 0. (2.6)

Here u is a velocity perturbation and h is a magnetic field perturbation.
Adding and subtracting (2.4), (2.5) yields

(u + hy = ~(U - H, V)(u + h)-{u-h, V)(t/ + H)~ Vp, (2.7)
{u - hy = —(U + H, V)(u -h)-(u + h, V)({7 - H) - Vp, (2.8)

div(u + h) = 0, div(u — h) = 0. (2.9)

We assume in this paper that U(x) and H(x) are C°°-smooth although all the results
hold for the case of sufficiently smooth U and H.

The problem (2.7)-(2.9) is considered with the initial conditions

« + /i|t=o = wo(a;) + /io(a:)) u - h\t=0 = u0(x) - h0(x). (2.10)

We assume that the following estimate holds:

sup
i£tn

daH
dxa sup

xeRn

daU
dxa <Ca, ae 1\. (2.11)

The case where U and H are periodic in x can be treated in a similar manner.
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3. Parallel transport. We will discuss the definition of parallel transport in slightly
more generality then we are going to use in this paper. Let M" be an n-dimensional
Riemannian manifold with metric denoted by (•,•). The volume form is induced by the
Riemannian metric. Let Y be a C1 solenoidal vector field on Mn : div Y = 0. An
operator of parallel transport along the vector field Y is defined as an evolution operator
for the following PDE:

X = -VYX, X|t=o = *o € T(TMn), (3.1)
: X0^ X(t). (3.2)

The right-hand side of (3.1) is understood in the sense of the Levi-Civita connection
induced by the metric (•, •). We assume that the vector field Y is such that (3.2) defines
a strongly continuous unitary group in the space £2(Mn) of square-integrable vector
fields on M. The infinitesimal operator of this group is a canonical selfadjoint extension
of X i—> —VyX defined on smooth vector fields with compact support. This is obviously
the case if Mn = Rn and Y — U (or H) satisfies the inequalities (2.11). Let g'Y ■
Mn —> M" be the flow on Mn given by the vector field Y. Geometrically the vector
(®y(t)Xo)(x) € TxMn is obtained by parallel transport in the sense of Riemannian
geometry of the vector Xo(gytx) £ Tg-i^Mn along the trajectory of the flow g'Y .

4. Formal asymptotic expansion of the evolution operator. Let G(t) : C2S —»
C2S denote the evolution operator for (2.7)-(2.9). Here

£2 = {w — (u + h,u — h) € (L2(MTi'))2n | div(u ± h) = 0}.

We are going to construct the main term of an asymptotic expansion in the following
form:

(Ge(t)wo)(x,t) = 27r(217rg)n J e^-y^-^aix^^eK&MwoMdsdTcTycrZ,

(4.1)

J el^x~y)/e~lTS(q(x,^t,T,£), {&u®sHw0){y))dsdTdnydnt. (4.2)
2iT(2iT£y

Here a{x,£,t,T,e) e Mat2„X2n(C), q{x,£,t,r,e) € C".
The operator acts on a vector w0 = (uo — ho, uq + /i0) by components:

®tu®SHwo — (&u&h(uo ~~ ho)i (uo + ^o)) (4-3)

where the RHS of (4.3) is understood according to (3.1), (3.2).
Suppose the LHS of (4.1), (4.2) satisfies Eqs. (2.7)-(2.9) "up to terms of order e".

Let a = (°+) where a± S MatnX2n(C). To shorten the notation we denote the operator
corresponding to an amplitude b(x, r, e) as

(oPeMWwo)(x) = JeW*-Me-iT'b(x,S,T,e)(6'Hwo)(y)d8dTdry<rt.
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The exact class of amplitudes will be specified later. We obtain by differentiating (4.1)
in time and integrating by parts using (3.1)

d %
— {Gs(t)w0) = op^H[a(x,S,t,T,e) - ao - (£/,£)] o (4.4)

Here o denotes a composition of pseudodifferential operators (r is fixed). Again below
we will justify this formal procedure. We used here the fact that the operators <5\j and
05 lH commute and the generator of the group 0^ has an £-symbol —\(U(x),£). The RHS
of (2.7)-(2.8) has the following form: op£ H[b] o 05 ̂wq where

-iw-H.o o \
0 -i(U + H,ti)

0 )" V? ® 9/
(U-H,V) 0 \ 00 (U + H,V)Ja V 0 i(U + H,Z)

0 (it®,
0 +

We transform (4.4) using the composition formula for pseudodifferential operators:

a-ao±(U,Z) = a-l(U,Z)a- + 0(e). (4.6)
|a| = l

We also have, since 05 and Q5SH commute (see (2.2)),

°Pe,tf[«±] V)w0}

= 2n(Ls)n J**lx-v)/e-iT'«±(*>t>t>'r>e) w°) (v)dsdrdny

= °Pe,H[-iTa±\ 0

(4.7)
On the other hand, again using the composition formula, we obtain

opaH00!/ ° (#>v)

°P £ ,H a± ° o 0

= op £iH

Hence from (4.7), (4.8)

°Pe,H j(H,Z)a± o0*

|q|=1

(4.8)

• 0

°P e,H —ira± - £ ^^(^)'0 + O(e)
|a|=l

(4.9)
• r■
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Prom (4.5), (4.6), (4.9) we conclude that the approximate solution given by (4.1), (4.2)
is satisfied up to the order e when the following system of local PDEs holds for the
amplitudes a± (and q which we still have to find):

'd+ = -(t/-if,v)«++ Y, ^r^u-H'V-ira+
M=i

d(U + H)
 a a- ~k®q,

If a. a- <41°)«_ = -([/ + h,v)«_ + £ + "• o +iTa-
M=i

d(U — H)
. - dx

It remains to find an expression for q. We use the main order of the solenoidality
condition (V, u ± h) =0. Formally, this leads to

{t,a±{x,£,t,T)rj) = 0, (el"\0, i)£l2" (4.11)

We claim that the following choice satisfies the condition (4.11):

M) = ]^2 U< d(U - H) d(JJ + H)
a+ + 51 a~ v I, ^R2".dx + dx

Proposition 4.1. Let a±(x,£, £, t) be the solution to the following system:

'a±=-(U*H,V)a±+ £ j^(C7 T H,5) T iJa±
|a| = l

d(U±H) [d(U -H) d(U + H) \ (4.12)
dx + ICI2 V dx a++ dx a~ 1'

_ (x, £, t, t) € Mn x Mn\0 xlxC,

with initial conditions

o+(x,£,0,t) = ( 1„ - ) € MatnX2n(C),

a~(x,£,0,t) = ( 0n, ln - ) € MatnX2n(C).
(4.13)

Then (4.11) holds.

Proof. Note that the term

(Ut a,V)a±-Y
M=1

is the derivative in the direction of a Hamiltonian vector field on T*Rn\0 given by the
Hamiltonian H±(x,£) = (U(x)±H(x),£), x E Mn, £ € Mn\0. Therefore this term can be
written as Vu^ho>±- Thus we have on the cotangent bundle (x, £) (with removed zero
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section):

|(f,o±,)=(s,|«±,] = |£, d(U± H)
-V[/Tfla± =F itq± — aT

/ rd{u-H) d{u + H)

= (f, <*±77) T , a±r?)

(4.14)

since clearly = ~Thus we have obtained two hyperbolic equations
for (£, a±rf) with zero initial conditions because of (4.13). It is easy to see however that
this Cauchy problem has a unique solution. This proves (4.11). □

5. Estimates for the system of "transport" equations. We will obtain esti-
mates for a solution to the system (4.12) of "transport" equations. For technical reasons
it is convenient to let r be an arbitrary complex number. We also need arbitrary initial
conditions. Let the vectors b± (x, f, t) satisfy the following system of equations:

; _ , . , d{U±H). £®tfd(U + H), d(U — H)b± = -VUTHb± T irb± + ~^-Lb+j ,

(5.1)
6±(x,f,0) = &o±(s,0. M £ T*R"\0.

Proposition 5.1. Let r be a complex number.
1. The system (5.1) has a unique solution in the spaces D(T*En\0), £(T*Rn\0),

Cioc{T*Rn\0), k = 0,1, The solution is analytic in r.
2. The following estimate holds:

Q\a\ + \0\+1
b±{x,£,t)dxad^dT'isup Id'5

(z,£)€T*Rn\0,
±,\a+0\<k

Q\a\+\0\
< Ck,7 SUP |f |0

(i,Oeru"\o,
±,\a+/3\<k

dxad£0 >o±
(5.2)

et(C+\ Im t|)

for appropriate constants Ck,j > 0, C > 0.
3. Huygens' Principle: Let supp60 = K CC T*Rn\0. Then

SUPP (m*)) C U 9u+h9*u-hk-

Proof. To simplify the notation we will consider a more general system:

i _vJH+iT)l> + (5.3)

where M(x,£) is a C°° matrix that is homogeneous of degree zero defined on T*Rn\0
(M(x,p£) = M(x,f) for p jL 0).
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1. The results of existence and uniqueness are standard and we will omit the proof.
2. We first establish the estimate (5.2) for the system with M = 0. Let the equilibrium

fields U and H satisfy (2.11) and let b0(x,£) 6 Ci*c(T*lRn\0) satisfy

INIIfc = IMIb* = sup
(x,£)eT*K"\0

\a+/3\<k

0M+I0Ibo{x,0dxad(,P < oo. (5-4)

Consider

b = -Vu±Hb±irb, b\t=0 = b0- (5.5)

We will prove (5.2) using induction in k. When k = 0, integrating along the characteris-
tics leads to the estimate

H6(«)lo<ffl6o|oet'I,nTl. (5.6)

Assume the estimate is valid for I < k, i.e.,

|6(t)ffl/<C'<|6ol/ei(c+|lmT|)> b0eBh (5.7)

Let 60 6 Bk- Differentiating (5.5) with respect to xt gives

d i „ d i . db
d^b = ~Vu±Hd^b ± lTd.Xi ~

Hence from Duhamel's formula

db(t)
dxi

<
fc-i

dbn
dx.

Ck^c+ lImrD + /tCfc_1e(t-T>(<7+lIn,Tl>C|6(T)|fcdr.
-i Jo

(5.8)

Differentiating (5.5) with respect to gives

■ . db (... db \ . f db

+ E
3

Again, from Duhamel's formula

,db0

db d(U ±H) _ d\Z\d{U±H,Z) db
d& dxj d& dxj d£l

\aam
d¥ <

k-1
'Q£i

k-1
Cfc_iCt(c+lImTl>+ [ Cfc_ie^t-T^c+'ImT^C|6(r)||fedr.

i Jo
(5.9)

Prom (5.8) and (5.9) we obtain the estimate

W)lk < CCfc_1|6o|feet(c+|Imr|) +c /Wie(t-T)(c+|ImT|)|&(r)|fcdT.
Jo

Hence, Gronwall's Lemma yields the result

fc<Cfc|6o|fcCt(c+lImTD. (5.10)
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We have established an estimate of the type of (5.2) in the case M = 0 where the
systems for b+ and 6_ are uncoupled. We make use of this estimate for the general case
where M / 0. We apply Duhamel's formula to (5.3) to obtain

\m\tk < Cfc|&o|fcet(c+|w|) +Ck f C^-^+^^Wb^lkdr (5.11)
Jo

where C\ is the norm of multiplication by M(x, £) in B^. Applying Gronwall's Lemma,
we obtain the estimate (5.2) for 7 = 0. Differentiating (5.3) with respect to r and using
this estimate for 7 = 0, we prove by induction the general case of (5.2).

3. The proof of Huygens' Principle is again standard. It is particularly easy to prove
in our case. Consider (5.1) written in the form (5.3). The first term on the RHS defines
a unitary group in (L2(T*Mn))2n.1 In particular, this defines canonically the domain of

the operator C = ^ ~Vg Vu°+H j in this space. Multiplication by M(x, £) is a bounded

operator M in (L2(T*Rn))2n. Therefore we can apply the Trotter product formula

et(C+M)b= lim J, g £(C).
m—*00

Now etM/m obviously does not change the support while

t/m

suppetC/m6 c ®u+h®u^~S supp6, b e D{C).
8=0

Hence applying this argument m times yields Huygens' Principle. □

6. Estimates for opff[a].

Theorem 6.1. Let o(x,£,r) € C°°(Mn x P x C) be holomorphic in r. Suppose the
following inequality holds:

ga+0

d£adxP

for max(|a|, |/?|) < [n/2] + 1. Here k > 0 is a fixed number, = (1 + l^l2)1^2 and
0 < p < 1. Let A = — (//, V) be considered as a closed unbounded operator in L2(Mn).
Let

II/IId(A) = (II/IIl^r-) + WWh^2 v/ e d(a)
be the graph norm of a vector in the domain 73(A) of A. Then opH [a] defined on V(Wn)
could be extended to a bounded operator D(A) —> L2(Kn):

II °P/f[a]/lk(L'(A),L2(K'*)) < ( YL Cap J ||/||d(a) V/eD(A). (6.2)
\|a|,|/3|<[n/2] + l /

Proof. Let / G V(Rn). We have

(opH[o]/)(x) = Ja(x,Z,T)ei^-y)-iTS(<8sHf)(y)dnydntdsdT. (6.3)

>a(x, £, r) <Ca/3eK'ImT'Afl/3hlal) (6.1)

1 There is a natural Liouville measure on T*Rn defined by the symplectic structure.
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Let T = k+ 1. We choose x 6 C°°(K) so that x = 1 on [—1,1] and x = 0 outside [—2,2].
According to the Paley-Wiener-Schwartz theorem (cf. [4]) the distribution J-T->s a(x,£, r)
vanishes outside [—«,«:]. Hence,

dr

(op H[a]f)(x)
1

~~ (27t)™+1

pi /«(*,*. (id+^j {X^)<3sHf(y)}dnyd^dsdT

J (&s„f)(y)dnydn{ds

(27r)r

1 f°° 11 f
= — dr- — / a(x,£,T)el^x~277 J^ 1 +ir (27r)n J v ;

{x (£) (<8s„((id-(H,V))f))(y) + ix' (£) (0?,/)(</)}

= ^ J drY-bir °P[a(r)]-?r^^ {* (|i) ~ (#> V))/ + fX' (f) 0^/} '

-y)p~irs

*£ds

Therefore, from Minkowski's inequality and Plancherel's identity,

II °Pi? [®] /11L2 (Rn)
/ r°° i \

< C sup || op[a(T)]||£2(R„) [J 1 + t2 dr

(6.4)
3 - X (£) Aid - (H, V))/ + -x' (£) «*„/

L2(-T,r;L2(®"))

< Csup || op[a(r)]||£(L2(K„))||/||D(A).

Applying a variant of the Calderon-Vaillancourt inequality [11] to the right side of (6.4)
yields (6.2). □

7. Approximating the Green's function. We assume in the sequel that n = 3,
which will slightly simplify the exposition. We denote by A± the solution to the system
(4.12) with the following initial condition:

A+(x,Z,0,t)= (ln-^,0 . (7-!)

A_(s,^0,r)= (On.ln-^) (l-x(A= ) ) • (7.2)

l£l2 J V
(, _ (j_

l£l2A \Ve
Let also A — (^+) £ Mat2nx2n(C). Here the cutoff function x(£) € £>(Rn) depends on
|£| only and

- ft !<!>i ■ os^'£L
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We define the following functional spaces:

L2 = (L2(Rn))n, L2s = L2n{w | div = 0};

C2 = L2®L2\ (7.3)

C\ = L\®L\. (7.4)

Let Gse{t) : £2 —> C2 be constructed using the amplitudes A±:

(G'e(t)w0)(x) ( Q Vi x .) (27r)(27r£)™ /
ei£(x-y)/e-irs

v (7-5>
=f Op^lAl&irWo-

We also denote by G(t) : C2 —* C2 the evolution operator for (2.7)-(2.8), i.e.,

G(t)w o = w(t).

Theorem 7.1. For any w0 € D(A) and T > 0,

||G|(t)«;o - G(t) o op[l - x(Ve01u;o||£2 < CVe|Hlb(A) (7.6)
where the constant C is uniform with respect to t € [0,T],

Proof. Let

L=(" \ (77)
V° ') \ mirL! I" + H V)J ( ' '

where n : L2 —> L2 is the Weyl orthogonal projector onto the subspace of solenoidal
vector fields in L2. Let wq € V(Rn). We will estimate

lL + L) (Gse{t)w o - G(t) o op[l - x(\/if)]wo)
Kdt

Let q € C2n be defined as follows:

c2
^ + L)G'e(t)w o . (7.8)

c2

(3(I,,t,T)„)., (M,++,,, Vfj € r2"

Since n is an orthogonal projection

8_
dtl+L)G'e(t)w o

<

c2

9 cs(t\w T1 \C'(t)w opH[q]o^uWQ\
I ^ (t/ + if, V)) e( ' 0 (vx

£2

(7.9)
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We have

A

—Gse(t)wo = op^[AI&uWq - opsH[A\{U, Vx)&vwq

= ovhIM&uWo - opH[A\(U, V^&yWo

+ eopH

~£0Ph > o vx x y \ 0 f,

V,x- 0 \ /f Oh
0 Vx x J \ 0 ^ry

Vx x • 0 \ /fp1 0 \A

<5\jW o

(7.10)

Vu-s+ir Sm+Hl \~°P"

OpH[v4](t/, Vx)®[r«;o +£(■■• )•

(U,Vx)&vw o

0j/u;o

Also,

Gs£(t)ui o = op# [4]0y«;o + eop^ v v:,.)(#ox^

Thus the expression on the right side of (7.9) equals

°Ptt

'{U-H,V) a(c/+//)

*r- (f + ^.V)

Vy+H-irj

T-H^
d(U-H)

x

+ opH

0^0 (7.11)

+ ( d(U—H) rn ,dXTT t"7\ I °Pk [^]®t/w0 (7-12)

0>o (7.13)® qy
opff[A](f7, Vx)0^u;o (7.14)

+£ OpH
V, x ■ 0 \ (iff? x • 0 \ .

-£OpH

o Vx X ■) \ 0 ^|pr,

V, x ■ 0 \ x • 0 \ a

®\jW o (7.15)

0 Vx x J \ 0 x • (U,\/X)&vw0 (7.16)

(U-H,V) M \
I diU-H) (U + HV) PH V ' v."* .) ' fr* •) *]

(7.17)
„„ 4£f -r> r2+eoVH (^J&uwo = TZ € £2. (7.18)
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We have from (7.11)-(7.18)

71 = opH Vu-H+ir 0 , A
0 Vu+H ~ ir &vw0 (7.19)

+ ((f,'ofl,V) p + (720)

-oY>H[A](y,Vx)&uWo + 0{e). (7.21)

We will deal with the 0(e) terms later. To transform the 0(1) part of 1Z we integrate
by parts with respect to s and use the composition formula given in Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2
and Theorem 6.1 to get

W^-Wc2 < C,v/e||<5[/wo||.D(A) + ||0(e)||£2. (7.22)

We use here the fact that A vanishes on the neighborhood of the zero section of T*Rn
of radius C^fe. This follows from Huygens' principle (C is uniform with respect to
t e [0,T]).

To estimate the 0(e)-terms we note that by Theorem 6.1

l|0(e)IU2 < C\/£\\<5u'Wo\\d(A)
'V* x • 0 \ (x • 0 \fVu-H+iT 0

0 Vx x J y 0 x -J\ 0 iry+ £ -°P H A Kwo

x • 0 \ I up x-op H

'{U -H,V) 0
0 Vi x -y ^ 0 x ■ ̂ {U,V)<5\jW o

0 {U + H,V) i °Ph
Vx x • 0 \( ||p x • 0 \

0 x -J \ 0 x ■ ©C/W0IU2.

(7.23)
Again, using the composition formula from Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2 and Theorem 6.1 we get
the same estimate Cv^£||©yU'o||£)(A) = C^£\\wo\\d^ for the remaining term in the right
side of (7.23). From (7.8)

^ + Lj (Gse(t)w0 - G{t) o op[l - x(V£^)]^o) = h{t) € C2 (7.24)

where

\\h(t)\\c2 < Cy/i\\w0\\DW. (7.25)

Let w\(t) = Gse(t)wo, w2{t) = G(f)op[l — x{V^O]wo- We multiply both sides of (7.24)
by (wi — W2) and integrate by parts. Using the fact that both ui\, w2 are solenoidal we
obtain

\jt^Wl ~W2Wc2 - CWWl -wz\\h +C^|ho||D(A)lki -wiWc*' (7-26)
Using the fact that W\ (0) = w;-2(0) from (7.26) and a Gronwall type of estimate we get

IK(f) - w2{t)11£2 < Cy/et\\w0\\D(A)
where the constant C is uniform with respect to t G [0, T\. □
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8. Some estimates for the composition formula.

Lemma 8.1. Let A(x,£,t) £ C°°(Rn x M" x C) be holomorphic in r and satisfy the
following estimate:

Q\a+0\
,A{x,£,t)dxad

and let B(x,£) G C°°(Rn x R71) satisfy the estimate

Q\a+0\

<CQ/3(l + |£irH/V|ImT|

dxad

Then, for any N > max(l, to + s),

B(x,0 <I>a/J(l + |e|)-|'S|.

op[-B] oopw[A] -opH dVB( ilYAT - , , -,7! J \ i dx
C(.D( A),C2)

< C(m, s, N, n)

( \

E c»p
M<2[n/2]+2

\ |/3<[n/2] + l /

E «a (3
M<[n/2] + l

\AT<|/3|<3[n/2]+3+/V /

Proof. The proof given in Vishik [16] applies where the reference to the Calderon-
Vaillancourt inequality should be replaced by a reference to Theorem 6.1. □

Lemma 8.2. Let A be as in Lemma 8.1 and let B(x,£) — i(Y(x),£) where Y = H or U.
Then for any N > max(l,m + 1),

Ejdy-Giv*°Ph [A] ° op[B] - op^f

/ \

cm a)x2)

< C(m, N, n) E c<*e
W<[n/2] + l

\N<|/3|<3[n/2]+3+JV /

Proof. Pull (Y, V) through 0', and <&SH using the fact that they commute. Then apply
the argument in Lemma 8.2 of [16] to the composition of a pseudodifferential operator
with a symbol A(x, £, r) for a fixed, r that is in class 5["0 and another one with symbol

i(Y(xU)eSlfl. ' □
Remark. The lemma obviously generalizes to polynomials of (H, V) and (U, V). The

composition formula for two general operators opw[A] and opH [B] could be given but
this goes beyond the scope of the present paper.

9. An explicit formula for solving the amplitude equation.

Lemma 9.1. Let a±(x,£,t, r) be defined by (4.12), (4.13). Let Sq(x), co±(x) be chosen so
that (cq±(x), VSq(x) = 0, VSq{x) 7^ 0, and (H(x),V)Sq(x) = 0 for any x € suppco(a:).
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Let S(x,t) be defined by

S(x, t) = -(U, V)5, S(x, 0) = So(x). (9.1)

Consider the system

B±(x,t) = -(UtH,V)B± - d{UQxH)B+

,VS®V5 fd(U-H)D ,d(U + H)r)\ (9.2)+J'
[B±(x, 0) = co±{x)eiSo^\

Then, for any (x,t),

<93»

Proof. For t = 0 the statement is

piSo(x) r (\ - VSo(*)®VSo(3Q q \
co(x)eiS°M = -— fe-*'l n vsofx^vsow WcoXaOdsdr.

Z7r J \ U™ Ln |VS0(x)|2 J

The right side equals

'Y _ VSq(x)®VSp(x) q

  
|VS0(x)P

g iSo(
r (, VSq(x)i8iVSo(x) n \

f ds 6(s) I - _ VSo(x)<g>VSo(x)J (<&sHc0){x)
J \ Vn i n IT7S„Ct,i|2 /

/-i _ VSo(x)®VS0(x) p. \
- JSo(x) f -1™ |VSo(x)|^ U« \ / x
_ e I n i VS0(x)®VS0(x) I C0{x)

\ U" ■L™ |V50(x)|2 /

= eiSo^co(x),

since (c0±, V50(x)) = 0 on suppc0(x). Differentiating the right side of (9.3) yields:

B± = -(UTH,V)eiS^- [ ■ ■ ■ dsdr2n J
r

+ 2^ J ^TS-Qt-&U®aH<*)(.x)dsdT

J e~iTSa(x, V5, t, t)[-(U, Vx)](®u®hCo)(x) ds dr
eiS
2-7T

„iS

^ «=i \a€Q

(tt tj n\ dS 9(U — H)p dS
n'v)dxa 2^/3=1 dxa dxg

_(TT _l fJ 9S _ d(U+H)g OS
[U-tU,V)dXa 2^/3=1 aXo dxe

(25^®^c0)(a;) (is dr.
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Using (4.12) we obtain

B± = V)eiS-^- f ■■•dsd.T2n J
S r /—ITT — Pf K7\n , 4- V*" da+ X^n d(U-H)p QS+ e— fe-S HU~ H'V)a+ + ^

277 J { -{U + H, V)a_ + E:=1 ELid£a £-10=1 dxa dxg

d(U+H) , VS&VS (d(U-H) ,d(U±H) \\
dx ~T |VS|2 I Q+ + dx a-)\,Mt*zs \ j »

9((7-W) . VSRVS | d(U — H) d(U+H) < I Co) ds dr
 5x a+ + |vs|2 I 9x a+ + dx a-J I (9.4)

eiS
+ 2^ J e~iTSa(x, V5, t, t)[-(U, V^KC^CqXz) ds dr

?'<?/» n / dQ+

+ k/'""E(£
J a=l \0£a

 frr   rx V7\ 95   y-m d(U—H)g QS
[U n, V) dx^ 2-i/3=1 dzQ 5x0
(tt i tr V7\ 9S   v-^n d(U+H)g QS
\U+n,\)dXa 2^/3=1 ax„ 9x0

(9.5)

(0^®?/co)(a:) ds d-r.

Integrating by parts the term =pira± simplifies the expression as follows:

J elTS(^fiTa±)(<S[j<&sHco)(x) dsdr

= ± j ^j-(e~lTS)a±(x, \7S,t,r)(&[,<&%c0){x) dsdr

= T J e~lTSa± (^Ir ~f3sHc()^j (x)dsdr

= ±/e~1TSa± • [(if, Vx)](0[/0|/co)(x)dsdr.

Combining (9.4) and (9.5) yields

B± = -([/ =F H, V)S± - a(C/^g)gT

VS<g>VS (d(U-H) 3(tf + if) \
+ |V5P I ^ B+ + a* S"J'

We used here the fact that for all t

-(H(x),Vx)VxS(x, t) - V,5(x, t) = 0.

We thus established that B±(x,t) defined as the right side of (9.3) satisfies both the
equation and the initial condition (9.2). The uniqueness theorem for such a Cauchy
problem implies the statement of Lemma 9.1. □

Remark 9.2. Let Jo(x) be defined as follows:

(H, V) Jo(x) = 1,
j(x,t) = — (f/(x), V) J.

(9.6)
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Let B = be a solution to (9.2). Then BelJ(-x'^T° is a solution to

B± = —{U =F H, V)B± ± iroB±
d(U ±H)d , (d(U-H)„ d(U + H) \

—+ |V5|2 I dx B+ + dx B~) ■

10. Instability criterion. Let F be a magnetic field line for H. Let U be an
open neighborhood stretched along F and let bo±(x) be a C^°-vector field such that
supp bo± C U. Let Sq(x) be defined in U and satisfy the following conditions: (H(x),
VSo(x)) = 0, (bo±(x), VSo(x)) = 0, and |V5(a:)| > Co > 0 for all x in U. We define the
test function

ipo±(x) = leV x {V5"v^2(X)<;iSo(a)/£} • (1(U)

It follows from (10.1) that

<Po±(x) = b0±(x)eiS°Wt + 0(£) (102)

where the constant in O is uniform with x G U.
We compute G(t)<po up to the terms of order \fi. According to Theorem 7.1

||G(i) o op[l - x(V%)]<A) - Gse(t)<p0\\c* < Cv^||vo||d(A)- (10.3)

We estimate the term op[x(v/^0]vo on the left side of (10.3).

Lemma 10.1. For any N > 1

I|op[x(%/e0]vo||£2 < C£N\\b0\\WN+i,2{u). (10.4)

Proof. We have

op[x(v^)W = Je^-y^Xm x (VS°^{y)eiS^ dydi

— 1 f /y/i+i{S0(y)/e) /
(27Ty/e)n J

dyd£.

Let

Then

(i / \ • t-7 {^So x bo±(y)
■(W») + kVx( jvsf 

Tl r\

L = iJ2(Mj-yjS0(y)) — .
3 = 1 Vj

opWv^mm = lXvio(v)pilei£,(x-y)/y/e+i(S0(y)/e)

Integrating by parts using the operator L iV-times and then estimating the integral via
the Calderon-Vaillancourt inequality yields the statement of the lemma. □
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Lemma 10.2.

IIVo||d(a) < CGIMw1.2 + e^ll^oIIw2-2)• (10.5)
Proof. We have

I|¥>o±||d(A) < llvodtIIl2(u) + \\(H, V)vo±||i,2(W)
< II&o±||l2(w) + CE\\b0±\\wi,2(U)

( VSq x bo±1
+ -£

+

(if.VSo) ^o±+ieVx

(H, V) ( 60± + x

V IVSol2
/ V5q x 6q±

(10.6)
L*(U)

L*(U)V |V50|2
The third term in the right side vanishes since (H(y),VSo(y)) = 0 for y € U. The
statement of the lemma now follows from (10.6). □

It follows from (10.3), (10.4), and (10.5) [N = 1] that

IIG(t)tpo — Gse(t)ip01|£2 < C{y/e\\bo\\w^^{u) + e||&o||w2<2(u))- (10.7)

Theorem 10.3. Let t £ [0, T). Then there exists a constant M = M(n) such that

\\G'e(t)<po - eiS^'EB{x,t)\\C2 < Cy/i\\b0\\WM,2. (10.8)

Here the amplitude B(x,t) satisfies (9.2) with cq{x) = b0(x).

Proof. Using (7.5) and Theorem 6.1 we conclude that

ll^eWvo — oPhI^WIVoII/:2 < CV£||<A)||d(A) < CV^II^oIIw2.2(w)- (10.9)
In addition to this, from (10.6) and Theorem 6.1

II oPffl-^WKvo - (6oelS°/£))||£2 < C£||60||iv2.2(w)- (10.10)
The constant C in the right sides of (10.9), (10.10) is uniform with respect to t € [0, T].
It follows from (10.9), (10.10) that

l|G>Wvo - °Pff[-^(*)](^oelSo^e)lk2 - £Ve||Mlw2'2(w)- (10.11)

We now have to compute opH [/!(£)] (&oetS/e) up to a small error. We proceed as follows:
for any N € Z+

°PHlA(,t)](boelSo/E)

= hj e~i"°Pe[Mt,T)]{em)/eVb*Hbo}dsdT

= ^ J(l-iT)~N |(1 + ^) e^ST|op£[^(f,r)]{elS(t)/£0<f7(S^6o}<is^r

= hj{l ~ iT)-Ne-iSTx(j^l)0P£lA(t,r)]{eiS^&M(id+(H,V))Nb0}ds dr.

(10.12)
Here \ £ Co°W ^ chosen as in the proof of Theorem 6.1. Since the integral in r is
absolutely convergent for N > 2, we will use a variant of the stationary phase formula
applied in Vishik [16]. □
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Lemma 10.4. Let S £ 2?(Rra), B € Sg.o- There exists a constant C = C(n,B,S) de-
pending on a certain number of derivatives of S and the seminorms of B in Sq0 and a
constant K = K(n) such that for any Vq € 2?(Rn)

|{ope[B](elS/£v0)}(a:) - B(x, VS(x))e*s(-xW£v0(x)\ < Ce ^ sup
a|<K^K"

,x e

Proof. See Lemma 9.1 in [16]. □

Lemma 10.5. Let B € 5q0 and vo £ V(TSLn) so that suppvo C CC M71, and d(suppu;,
Rn\f2) > 1. Then for any Q £ Z+

II °Pe[^]'u;l|i-2(IR"\r2) < Cq£QIMIl2(M")-

Proof. See Lemma 9.2 in [16]. □
Extending S by zero outside some open set containing U we can apply Lemmas 10.4

and 10.5 to the integral in the right side of (10.12). It is clear that the constants are
uniformly bounded with t € [0,T]. Thus

{opff[A(f)]60eiSo/£}(a:)

~hj{1~ iT^Ne~iTs* (iTi)A{x'V5(a:'Tys{x't)/e

■ (&u<SsH(id + (H,V))Nb0)(x)dsdT

< C£||6o||ck+w-

We next integrate by parts with respect to s to obtain

eS(x,t)/e r
{opH[A(t)}b0elS°'£}(x) - J e-*rsA(x,VS(x,t),t,r)

(10.13)

L2

(<5tu®sHbo)(x) ds dr
(10.14)

< Ce||6o||wK:+JV+[n/2)+1'2-
L2

We have used the Sobolev embedding theorem in the last step. Obviously (10.14),
(10.11) together with Lemma 9.1 imply (10.8). We remark that A(x,VS(x,t),t,r) =
a(x, VS(x, t),t,r),t £ [0, T], for £ sufficiently small, since |VSo| > Co > 0. This concludes
the proof of Theorem 10.3. □

To formulate the instability criterion we consider the system

'B±(x,S, t) = —{U =F H, V)B± ± ir0B±

+ + (10,5)
dx |£|2 \ dx dx

SB±> 0 = 0; B±(x,£,0) = B±o(x,£).

Let F be a magnetic field line and let F be a trajectory in the cotangent bundle with
removed zero section (x,£) £ Rn x ((iZn)*\0) covering F: = H{x)\ = — (^f-)T£-
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According to Huygens' Principle the system (10.15) could be solved on each F, i.e., the
domain of dependence for (x,£) £ F is

t
U cejF.

S— — t

Therefore we could prescribe the data B±(x, £, 0) for (x, £) 6 F. Denote by L2(F) the
space of all data Bq = (z>£) G F,

\dx\
\H(x)l(B0±(x,O,O = 0, J ds\B(x(s),^(x))\2 = J^\B{x,^(x))\2

Then the solution to (10.15) defines an operator

eF(t) : L2(F) - L^gtjF). (10.16)

Theorem 10.6. For any nonperiodic trajectory F and any covering trajectory F in
T*Rn\{0} and for any real To

Urn j log \\G(t)\\C2 > Bml log ll®FW||£(L2(j?)iL2(gMj?)r (10.17)

Proof. We choose an arbitrary smooth vq £ V(Wl). Let D$(xo) be a disc of radius 6
perpendicular to H{xo) at xo■ Let ^(2:) be constructed as follows: C<5|l>6(o:0) € T>(Ds(x0))
is a cutoff function: £5 > 0; &U/2(I0) = ^ €s(x) = £i(zo + i£iSl), x 6 Ds{x0), (tf, V)& =
0. For sufficiently small S, £5 is well defined at least on supp vo since F is nonperiodic.

We now set

b{06) = v0(x) ■ £s{x). (10.18)

Let £s(x,t) satisfy

£s(x,t) =-(U,V)£s, ts(x,0) = &>(z).

We solve the system (9.2) with the initial condition

B(x, 0) = v0{x) ■ &(s) • elSo^/£. (10.19)

The solution is given by B±(x, t) ■ £g(x, t). We compute the || ■ ||^2 of the right-hand side
of (10.19):

IM*)fc(s)eiSb(*)/e||£a

= (^J MaO|2|&(aO|2daA
f 1/2 ( , roo \ 1/2 ) (10.20)

= / 16(a)!2 dx I ( I |w0(x(s))|2ds) + 0(6)}
JDs(xo) \J—00 / J

\ 1/2/ />oo \

= c6ij |uo(a(s))|2dsj +0(6),
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where

= [ KiOr)!2^-1*)
\J D i(x0) )

\ 1/2

1(3:0)

According to Theorem 10.3 and (10.7),

||G(£)v?o - elS*'x't)/££s(x,t)B(x,t)\\c2 < cy/£\\v0^g(x)\\WM,2. (10.21)

A computation analogous to (10.20) yields

\\B(x,t)£s{x,t)elS<-x't)/e\\ci = c6 (j ^ \B{x(s),t)\2 ds\ +o{6).
'9 b1

Thus,

\ 1/2

\\G{t)<p0\\C2 > c6 yj^ |S(:r(s),i)|2<isj + o6^0(^) - Cy/e\\v0£,s{x)\\wM^- (10.22)

Hence,

a\ 1/2'gtuF\B{x(s),t)\2dsj +Ofi_0(l) -Oi^eS-1)(Ltr\B(X(s),trds'1/2
IIGWyollWll^oll^ >

(fF M*(s))l2 ds)1/2 - o6_o(l) + 0(e6~1)

As e —> 0 we get

1/2
(/g'Fl5^^)^)!2^) +o«-.o(l)

11^)11^ ^  J-2 •
{If |w0(a:(s))|2ds) - o«_0(l)

As 8 —> 0 we obtain
/ \ 1/2
( it V \B(x(s),t)\2 ds)

IIGWIUj >
(/irko(a;(s))|2ds)1/2

Since the choice of Sq satisfying the conditions at the beginning of §9 was arbitrary, this
provides arbitrary £o = VS(xo) which gives arbitrary F covering F. We may assume
without any loss of generality that |£o| = 1- We refer to Remark 9.2 to complete the
proof. □

In the case of closed magnetic field lines it is necessary to modify the construction to
ensure that S is well defined. This results in a quantization condition that restricts the
parameter r £ 2ttZ/Tq where To is the period of the closed stream line.

Remark. In the case where there exists a singular point xy such that H(xo) = 0 the
instability criterion is augmented by the following lower bound:

lim ilog||G(t)||£2 > lim i log sup |6±(t)| (10.23)
t^°° 1 t-°0 1 xo,$o,b±o

l?ol=l.|b+0 |2 + |b-012=l
(€o>b±0)=0

H(x o)=0
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where x, £, and b± satisfy the following system and the ODE
dx*=v™- T
d£ _ _ fdU\
dt \ dx J
db± d(U ± H),

■bT +

f, (10-24)
d{U + H), d(U - H) \ £

b- + r -b.dx dx J |£|12. dt dx
with the initial conditions

x(0) = x0, ((i,0) = $0 eK"\0, b(x, 0) = 6o S M2™-

The proof of this result is exactly analogous to the proof for the fluid problem given in

[16].
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